
 

Disruptive 
technologies 

in 2020

The democratization of 
innovation is providing smaller 
companies with greater access 

to new technologies, fuelling  
the increased tempo of  
change and adoption.

Computing model evolution and hybrid  
compute raise big questions

 This impacts applications, workloads and the broader business

Massive changes on the edge will  
transform the technology landscape 

Edge processing is having a pervasive impact on the industry

Data becomes the center of the IT universe
How you collect it, what you do with it, the platforms  
you have to manage it, and how you make it available

Programmability and predictive capabilities reshape cybersecurity
New technologies enable greater predictive capabilities and security at an atomic-unit level

Applied technology explodes to bridge the digital and physical
Technology that’s applied with a specific outcome brings exciting ‘phygital’ 

intersections between the physical and digital worlds

Organizations that  
don’t build disciplines  
around data will find  

themselves swamped  
by its scale.

NTT’s Piper platform, a highly-scalable machine learning pipeline,  
enables us to handle billions of flows hourly – generating over 300 unique  

statistical features for each internet host – and track their locations.

NTT and Major League Baseball 
will create a new fan experience 
where audiences will be able to 
view sports content as if they  

were watching it live.

In Las Vegas, high-definition video 
cameras, sound sensors, and  

IoT devices have improved  
situational awareness through 

video and sound data.

A hybrid world is likely where 
everything is used in the context 
of each architecture’s merits and 
strengths, to form a truly hybrid 

compute model.

Data lake or data swamp?

Opening new worlds  
of possibility

5G, Wifi6, IoT, audiovisual

Servers to serverless:  
where to from here?

Steps to take in 2020 Steps to take in 2020

Data strategies must consider architecture 
for capturing and managing data, then make 

it accessible widely, to create new value.

Cybersecurity is one of the first IT functions to mature in using large-scale data  
with machine learning, analytics and artificial intelligence to become more predictive.

Data modeling will encompass all systems 
and processes, with application into areas 

previously unthinkable – and at a speed  
that was unforeseen.

There will be a profound impact on how we 
design and run everything, value is derived 
from new data collected and processed.

The answers will inform important  
decisions about investment, 

 operations, security and skills.
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For more on Future Disrupted:  
2020 technology trends, click here  

Steps to take in 2020 Steps to take in 2020

Predictive power for detection and prevention

Steps to take in 2020

https://hello.global.ntt/en-us/insights/future-disrupted-2020-technology-trends/disruptive-technologies?utm_source=FD_Infographic&utm_medium=Referral&utm_campaign=FutureDisrupted2020&utm_term=&utm_content=DisruptiveTechnologies&campaignID=7014G000001bxV4QAI

